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Victory Mines to acquire Bolivian focused tin project development company
South American Tin Limited
Highlights


South American Tin (“SAT”) holds seven contracts over some of the world’s largest underdeveloped hard rock and tailings tin projects located at Siglo XX and Catavi in Bolivia



The Siglo XX Mine has a historic production estimate of >1Mt of tin metal over a +100 year life



Low cost start-up – near term cash flow opportunity through small-scale processing facility
planned for first project to produce tin/zinc/silver concentrates



South American Tin aims to replicate small-scale processing plants at multiple sites



Turnkey operation in Bolivia staffed with an experienced mining, social and exploration team



Over $2 million invested to-date by South American Tin



Strong community and political connections in Bolivia – a well-regarded operator. SAT has taken
a strategic decision to work exclusively with Mining Cooperatives, a very powerful political
movement in Bolivia



Tin one of the best performing metals in 2013/14 – currently trading ~US$23,000/t with forecast
of US$26,000/t in 2014 and $US30,000/t in 2015 according to Barclays



All scrip transaction – Victory Mines (“VIC”) to issue 1,000,000,000 new shares to SAT
shareholders.

Perth, 5 March 2013: Victory Mines Limited (ASX: VIC) today announced that it has entered into an agreement with
unlisted Australian public company South American Tin Limited (“SAT” or “the Company”) where Victory will acquire
100% of SAT in exchange for 1,000,000,0000 Victory shares being issued to SAT’s shareholders. These shares will be
held in escrow (as determined by ASX).
SAT owns 80% of a local Bolivian entity that holds contracts over seven large-scale tin hard rock, tailings and alluvial
tin projects located in the North of Potosi region of Bolivia (see Figure 1). Historically Bolivia has been one of the
world’s main tin producing countries. It is currently the world’s No 4 tin producer.
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Figure 1 - Project Location Maps (Maps Courtesy of David Jones)
SAT has been working since 2011 to secure tenure over a portfolio of tin projects including:
 A near-term development project through small-scale mining and processing operations working with the Juan
del Valle Mining Cooperative at its tin/zinc/silver hard rock underground mine. This project will also see the
mining and treatment of surface stockpiles and old tailings. It has been identified as SAT’s first project and has
considerable local community support;
 Develop the world’s largest tin tailings processing operation from three tailings dumps. One project is already
contracted to SAT, El Kenko, again with a local Mining Cooperative. This project has a small inferred tin resource
estimated in 2005 that is compliant with the Canadian NI43-101 reporting requirements. SAT’s work, which
includes some drilling, is aiming to upgrade this resource so that it is compliant with the 2013 JORC Code;


The opportunity to redevelop what was one of the world’s largest hard rock tin deposits, the Siglo XX Mine,
(“Siglo XX” means the “Twentieth Century” in Spanish). Contracts have been signed with the Dolores, Siglo XX
and XX de Octubre Mining Cooperatives that have exclusive contractual rights to the old mine from COMIBOL,
Bolivia’s State mining company. The mine is located between the small cities of Llallagua and Uncia. Two of the
tailings stockpiles are located at Catavi; 10 minutes from Llallagua (see Figure 2 which shows the individual
project elements).

 The Siglo XX Mine orebody is a tin-porphyry with a diameter of approximately 1,000 metres. The porphyry is part
of a hill that has been worked to a depth of approximately 800 metres below the peak. Mineralisation in the
porphyry is predominantly cassiterite, the principal tin-bearing mineral. The Juan del Valle Mining Cooperative
area is located in the sediments surrounding the porphyry. The mineralisation in the sediments differs to the
porphyry. It consists of tin plus zinc, silver, lead, antimony and other metals. (See Figure 3 which shows old
workings at the top of the Siglo XX Mine and Figure 4 which shows a north-south long section through the Siglo
XX Mine).
 Multiple additional alluvial (Rio Andavillque and Rio Centenario) and hard rock (Pucro) projects that have smallscale and large-scale development potential.
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Figure 2 - Specific Projects Contracted to SAT

Figure 3 – A Large Glory Hole in the Porphyry at the Top of the Siglo XX Mine, with Members of the Juan del Valle
Mining Cooperative
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Figure 4 - North-South Long Section from the Siglo XX Mine (Courtesy of David Jones)
SAT’s projects are supported by excellent infrastructure including sealed roads, power, water, available workforce
and near-by tin smelting operations.
In April 2012, respected Australian geologist, Mr David Jones, finalised an Independent Geologist’s Report after
visiting SAT’s projects in 2011 and valued SAT’s 80%-share at AUD$53 million. Since this report was completed, SAT
has improved its technical understanding of the various projects, which presents further potential upside value.
SAT has invested considerably in Bolivia to ensure that it has the support of local communities that are undertaking
small-scale mining at its projects. All are supportive of SAT. SAT has a team of 20 staff and contractors in Bolivia
covering technical, social/health and administration areas with more than half of these from the
Catavi/Llallagua/Uncia area. SAT is also working closely with FENCOMIN, Bolivia’s peak Mining Cooperative body,
the Mining Cooperative Federation of the North of Potosi, which is affiliated with FENCOMIN, and with the Vice
Minister for Mining Cooperatives. The Company has excellent political and government connections which have
been established over 8+ years by SAT’s in-country Managing Director.
To-date SAT has invested over $2 million securing and advancing its projects in Bolivia with a small drilling
programme, underground and surface channel sampling and mapping, pilot plant metallurgical test work for two
tailings projects and having the first phase of an environmental licence study completed. (See Figure 5 which shows
SAT’s contract drill rig at El Kenko).
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Figure 5 – Setting Up the Drill at El Kenko. The Light-Coloured Areas at the Top of the Hill to the Right of the Drill
are Old Workings at the Siglo XX Mine
Victory’s Non-Executive Chairman Dr James Ellingford commented: “The Board has reviewed a number of
opportunities to expand Victory’s portfolio beyond Western Australia and we have concluded that the opportunity
presented by SAT was the most compelling and represents a far superior opportunity for our shareholders.
“In the current investment climate for the junior resources sector, we are attracted to SAT’s strategy of developing
small-scale ore processing operations, which if successful, can generate cash flows which will underpin the
Company’s future growth and give SAT the flexibility to re-develop tin projects that may rank among the largest in
the world.
“The Board is also encouraged by SAT’s local community and government links and social expertise which we
recognise are essential to operating successfully in Bolivia. The fact that the company is led by an experienced
Australian mining engineer who has been working in Bolivia for eight years, and is supported by an experienced local
team, gives us further confidence.
“We also remain committed to the exploration of our Western Australian asset portfolio and we are assessing
opportunities for them.”
SAT’s Managing Director Mr John Kelly, who will be nominated to join the Board of Victory at the completion of the
transaction, added: “This is a great opportunity for SAT and Victory. We are confident that we can add considerable
value to our World Class portfolio of projects and position Victory as a world-leading tin company.
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“Our immediate objective is to work constructively with Victory’s team to conclude this transaction then focus on
advancing our small-scale mining and processing opportunity so that we reach the cash generation phase as quickly
as possible. Further metallurgical test work and exploration work will be undertaken in the Juan del Valle area in the
coming months. SAT has also been in negotiations with other parties regarding potential debt financing for its smallscale processing plants in Bolivia, and the Company will continue to advance these negotiations whilst we work to
conclude this transaction with Victory.
“SAT is very focused on maintaining an active political/community/social programme which is crucial for operating
successfully in Bolivia and gaining the necessary support for mining project development. The development of good
local and national relationships is a crucial mitigating factor to any risk and SAT puts a priority on this work.
“Foreign mining companies that are successful in Bolivia have committed social, community and political
engagement programmes. The biggest of these, Sumitomo of Japan, spent US$300M on capital at its giant San
Cristobal Mine in 2013, a clear sign of Sumitomo’s confidence in Bolivia. Coeur Mining Inc. is another successful
operator in Bolivia having previously invested US$240 million to construct a large silver mine. SAT is confident it has
the right team and strategy to achieve similar success as it advances its projects in Bolivia.”
This transaction has been approved by the ASX and is subject to the completion of satisfactory due diligence by both
parties, and shareholder approval by Victory. A Notice of Meeting is expected to be sent to Victory shareholders in
the coming weeks.
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About Victory Mines Limited
Victory Mines Limited is a Perth-based exploration company with a portfolio of copper, base metals, rare earth
elements, uranium, gold and platinum group element prospects throughout Western Australia. The company listed
on the ASX in October 2012 and is seeking to maximise shareholder wealth through the successful exploration of its
prospects.
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